Versatile scheme for the step-by-step assembly of nanoparticle multilayers.
A versatile scheme for the preparation of nanoparticle (NP) multilayers is presented. The method is based on the step-by-step assembly of NPs and bishydroxamate disulfide ligand molecules by means of metal-organic coordination using easily synthesized tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB)-stabilized gold NPs. The assembly of NP multilayers was carried out via a Zr(IV)-coordinated sandwich arrangement of the hydroxamate ligands on Au and glass surfaces. The latter were precoated with electrolessly deposited Au clusters to enable binding of the first NP layer. The new method avoids the need to perform elaborate colloid reactions to prepare the NP building blocks. Au NP monolayer and multilayer films prepared in this manner were characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM), showing a regular growth of NP layers. The use of coordination chemistry as the binding motif between repeat layers allows for the convenient assembly of hybrid nanostructures comprising molecular and NP components. This was demonstrated by the construction of Au NP multilayers with controlled spacing from the surface or between two NP layers. Drying the samples during or after the construction process induces NP aggregation and changes in the film morphology and optical properties.